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The oboe in the Venetian Republic, 1692-1797

The history of woodwind instruments in Italy in the 18th century has received little attention. The remarkable supremacy of Italian string playing and making, as well as the common preconception that the playing of woodwinds was more typical of France and Germany, has fuelled this neglect. A number of criticisms made in the period in question have also helped to encourage the idea that the Italians had no aptitude for the woodwinds. In his satirical treatise Il teatro alla moda (c.1720), Benedetto Marcello wrote:1

Oboe, flauti, trombe, flogotti, etc., saranno scordati, cresceranno, etc.

Oboes, flutes, trumpets, bassoons, etc., will always be out of tune, too sharp, etc.

Alessandro Scarlatti was reported in Quantz’s autobiography to have said to his pupil J. A. Hasse in 1725:2

Mein Sohn… ich wisset, dass ich die beizenden Instrumentisten nicht leiden kann, denn sie blasen alle falsch.

My son… you know that I cannot suffer the wind instrumentalists: it is because they all play out of tune.

Quantz himself wrote later:3

On se plaint dans quelque parties d’Italie au ton haut… Car les instruments à vent sont dans ce pays plus rarement employés que dans d’autres. Il leur est donc bien de ne pas être bien joués. La Flûte traversière deviendrait de nouveau une Flute de travers allemande. L’Harmonie une Chalme, le Violon un Violino Piccolo et le Basson un Bombardo.

In some parts of Italy they prefer the heightening of the pitch… For there the wind instruments are less used than in other countries, and in consequence the inhabitants do not have such good taste with regard to these instruments as they have for other things in music… Although the shape of the instrument would remain the very high pitch would finally make a cross-pipe again of the transverse flute, a shorn of the oboe, a violino piccolo of the violin, and a bombard of the bassoon.

Yet there is enough evidence available for us to be able to conclude that these statements by Marcello, Scarlatti and Quantz are the results of particular situations and tastes.

It is commonly accepted that woodwind instruments of the late Baroque period were developed in the 1650s by French families of players, composers and makers such as the Hotteres and the Philidor. These instruments, namely the Baroque recorder, transverse flute, oboe and bassoon, were actually introduced into the musical life of almost every part of Italy by 1700. Shortly after this date, Italian woodwind players became famous all over Europe and were considered to be among the best of the age. By the beginning of the 18th century the repertory of pieces produced in Italy for these instruments included a number of incomparable masterpieces.

Around 1700 the oboe took the place of primary importance among woodwind instruments in professional music playing. Its history in Italy in the 18th century is especially significant and can largely be documented. Although recent studies have rediscovered such remarkable oboist-composers as Giuseppe Sammartini (1695–1750)4 and Alessandro Besozzi (1702–1793),5 information about other important Italian personalities in the history of the oboe is often scarce or ambiguous.

This study will attempt to contribute to the subject, choosing as its geographical limits the Venetian Republic, a state that, after more than ten centuries of flourishing political, social and cultural existence, in 1797 finally succumbed to the pressures of the Austrian and Napoleonic armies. Besides the flourishing commercial and cultural centre of the city of Venice itself, the republic included the major towns of Padua, Verona, Vicenza, Udine, Treviso, Brescia and Bergamo. Although the musical connection between all these centres is not always evident, it will be seen that many are relevant to our subject, either as important centres for the oboe or as the native towns of eminent oboists. Within these limits this study will pay attention to the origins of the oboe, its role in musical life, its repertory and its most important performers, and will make some organological comments about the instrument.

Origins and role of the oboe in the Venetian Republic

The earliest mention of the oboe in Venice is to be
1. 'Excellent oboe player who performed at the Valle theatre [Rome] in carnival 1751 and at my accademia. He is named Gioseppe and he is Venetian.' Caricature by Pier Leone Ghezzi (Rome, Gabinetto Nazionale dei disegni e delle stampe, vol.2606, F.N. 4659)
found in the scores of the operas *Onorio in Roma* by Carlo Francesco Pollarolo and *Parno Camillo* by Giacomo Perti, both performed there in 1692. The introduction of the oboe into the orchestra of the chapel of San Marco on 19 January 1698 marked the official admission of the instrument into Venetian musical life. In contrast to what happened in most other places in Europe, the oboe was not introduced to Venice by way of popular or military band playing. After its first mention the oboe appears already well established in the cultured ambience of Venetian opera and chapel. No mention of oboes defined as such can be found in the Venetian bands of *piffari*, which included such wind instruments as trumpets, cornets and drums, and which were in decline at the beginning of the 18th century. One can believe therefore that the earliest players employed came from abroad and had learnt their art before coming to Venice. This conjecture is supported by the foreign names of several of the earliest oboists. Of these, Ludwig Erdmann was certainly German, Ignazio Siber probably was too, and Ignazio Rion might have been of French origin (see their biographies below).

Antonio Vivaldi wrote for all the late Baroque woodwinds (including the clarinet, not a typically French instrument) that were built by his contemporary, the maker Johann Christoph Denner (1655–1707) of Nuremberg. This, together with the intense level of commercial exchange between Venice and Germany, lends support to the theory that woodwinds were introduced to Venice from Germany. However, there are also connections in this regard between Venice and Milan: these will be discussed later.

In the chapel of San Marco, the most significant centre of Venetian professional music, the oboe became a stable element of the orchestra shortly before the cornett left it. This is symptomatic of a general change in musical taste that could be characterized as the passage from the early to the late Baroque period. In the latter, the Venetian oboe had inherited the role previously assumed by the cornett. The chapel of San Marco included only one oboe until about 1762. The arrival of Baldassare Galuppi as maestro di cappella marked an important reform in the orchestra and an increase in its staff. On 28 February 1766 the two oboists Giovanni Brizio and Marco Perosa were dismissed and four players were placed in charge of the section of 'oboè e flauti'. It is not certain whether they were all able to perform on both oboe and flute (something that was very common in the first half of the century, and to a lesser extent later), or whether two specialized in one instrument and two in the other. Among the four named—Piero Fruttel (called 'Chevalier', or 'Sevallet') Domenico Scolari, Piero Giaffoni and Fioravante Agostinelli—only the first two are mentioned in the documents as oboists. Fioravante Agostinelli (1741–1809) soon moved to Germany where he became a famous flautist. In addition, among the four players appointed to occupy the same positions at the end of the republic, Giovanni Battista Delai (see below for his biography) was known only as a famous oboist, and Luigi Gianella (1778–1817) as a distinguished flautist and composer for the flute. However, the registration of engagement of Delai, dated 10 November 1789, records:

In loco del defunto suonator d'oboè e flauto Piero Fruttel detto Chevalier assumo al servizio della cappella di S. Marco il 20 febbraio 1765 [= 1766] eletto Gio Battista Delai.

Instead of the deceased oboe and flute player Piero Fruttel named Chevalier, appointed at the service of the cappella of San Marco on 20 February 1766. Gio. Battista Delai is elected.

Stable places for oboe teaching in Venice were established very early in the century, namely in three of the *ospedali*, which provided for the education of orphan or poor girls, but later also for the daughters of aristocratic families.

The Ospedale della Pietà, famous for its violin teacher Antonio Vivaldi, decided to take on an oboe teacher on 12 August 1703, probably on the insistence of Francesco Gasparini, who was maestro di coro there from 7 June 1701. All the major Venetian oboists of the time taught at the Pietà in turn: Ignazio Rion, March 1704–1705; Onofrio Penati, May 1704–February 1706; Ludwig Erdmann, 7 March 1707–1708; Ignazio Siber, 11 June 1713–28 May 1716; Penati again, until 1722. No more oboe tuition was provided at the Pietà after 1722. Siber reappeared on 17 December 1728 as a teacher of the transverse flute; he held this position until his retirement on 23 September 1757.

Pelegrina dall'Oboè, named—as was customary for these orphan girls—after the instrument she played, was one of the most gifted pupils of the Pietà, who were allowed to have private students from 5 June 1707. In 1726 a certain Susanna was recorded as most gifted oboist at the Pietà.

The Ospedale dei Mendicanti had provided oboe teaching before 1700. In that year, in fact, the
excellence of the oboe playing of a girl named Barbara from that institution was remarked on. Oboe teaching was provided from 1713 or shortly before at the Ospedali dei Derelitti. From 1718 one of the girls named Anna was entrusted with teaching the instrument.

Beside these stable positions, occasional engagements in minor churches, academies, private palaces and opera performances were quite important for the oboists’ subsistence. One unspecified oboist, for example, is listed among a small ensemble that provided the music at San Giacomo di Rialto on Christmas Eve and at the mass on Christmas Day, probably in the later part of the 18th century. In 1780 and 1781 the playbills of operas performed at the San Samuele Theatre included unusually the principal oboist Giuseppe Ferlendis beside the singers.

Venetian players were often invited to perform in the neighbouring towns, which at the beginning of the century were particularly dependent on their services. At the chapel of San Antonio, a major centre of professional music in Padua, the oboist ‘Onofrio da Venezia’ (very likely Penati) was invited to perform at the major feasts from 1705 to 1721. A local player, Luca Zabile (or Zabilli etc.), employed from 29 December 1701 as violinist, was also required to perform on the oboe at the major feasts until his death in 1761. Other minor oboists were requested from time to time to perform for the same occasions. Eventually a stable place for an oboist was set up at the San Antonio chapel: Matteo Bissoli (see below) was elected unanimously on 28 December 1736. A place for a second oboe was established only in 1791.

In Vicenza, the local oboist Domenico De Marchi performed beside such famous players as Antonio Vivaldi at a Baroque feast on 18 June 1713.

In Brescia an unspecified oboist was already employed in 1703, performing for a feast at the church of San Nazaro. In 1731 Matteo Bissoli, who was born in that town, performed at the church of Santa Maria della Pace; the second oboe was ‘Signor Luca’ (possibly Luca Zabile). Playbills of operas performed at the theatre twice included the names of the principal oboists: Pietro Ferlendis in 1789, and his brother Giuseppe (also listed as a performer on the English horn) in 1791.

In other minor places of the republic, the oboe entered the official musical life only in the later part of the century. The cathedral in Udine, for example, engaged stable oboists (and bassoonists) only in 1785.

2 A German castrato who played at the beginning the oboe and all other wind instruments, drawn by me, Cav. [Pier Leone] Ghezzi, on 8 October 1720 (Greve-Rvat, Cod. Ottob. Latino 3113, p.40)

Except for the above-mentioned activities at the ospedali in Venice, very little is known about oboe teaching in the republic, and about possible different schools. It is very likely that all major performers had private pupils. For example, in a letter from Giuseppe Tartini to Padre Martini dated 23 June 1752 we learn that:

... in stanza del nostro I. re Mo Vallotti si è fatta la prova del terzo suono con due obè suonati, uno dal nostro famoso Sigg. Bissoli e l’altro da un di lui scolaro.

... at the presence of our renowned master Vallotti, the test of the third sound has been done, with two oboes, one played by our famous Signor Bissoli and the other by a pupil of his.

One should not be surprised by the lack of pedagogic writings for the oboe in this region and in
other parts of Italy. The instrument was in fact not successful enough in amateur circles to justify publications of instruction for it. However, around 1770 a treatise by a certain Vincenzo Panerai from Florence, including instruction for the harpsichord, violin, viola, cello, double bass, oboe and flute, was published in Venice by Antonio Zatta. The very small amount of information given, consisting mostly of one fingering chart, is far too scanty to be a satisfactory method for any of these instruments.  

The only existing evidence on amateur oboe playing in Venice, is given by Francesco Caffi, who at the beginning of the 19th century referred to obbligato like Angelo Gaspari and Louisello as 'insupportable, although they resorted only for the honour of the applause.'

**Repetoire**

The large amount of Venetian instrumental chamber music involving obbligato oboe that survives from the first 20 years of the 18th century is rather surprising, when it is compared with what is left from other Italian musical centres. This is probably because the material has been carefully preserved. One can hardly believe, in fact, that such famous oboist-composers as Alessandro Besozzi (1702–1793) from Turin or Matteo Bisolli from Padua wrote only the few pieces in existence today for their own instruments.

A cause of the poor preservation of music with obbligato oboe can be found in the lack of interest from publishers of the time in printing it. As the oboe has never been very popular in the amateur musical world, manuscripts of minor composers are easily lost.

However, a remarkable amount of solo oboe concertos by Venetian composers was published in the 18th century: these include Tomaso Albinoni's opp.7 and 9, Antonio Vivaldi's opp.7 and 8, and Alessandro Marcello's concerto in D minor. Albinoni's eight concertos in his op.7 were probably the earliest published set of concertos for one or two oboes with orchestra, dating from 1715. All the other concertos mentioned above were printed by the same publishers, Roger & Le Cène before 1725. These works probably played an important part in instigating the production of the oboe concerto in Europe as a whole, and the genre soon occupied a prominent position in the repertoire of the instrument.

Some solostic pieces for woodwinds had begun to be included in the operatic music of the last decade of the 17th century. The opera in fact introduced all those innovations that became customary in the instrumental repertoire some 20 years later. Sacred music also employed an obbligato oboe from a very early stage, as proved by a Contrafettatura duet for alto, oboe, two violins and continuo written by Antonio Caldara around 1698, probably with Peri in mind.

Among the earliest chamber instrumental pieces involving a solo oboe, Vivaldi's first concertos date from the period 1709–12. He produced oboe concertos again in his post-Mantua period (1720–23), and later, in the 1730s, those derived from bassoon concertos. Twenty-two of Vivaldi's oboe concertos are still in existence: this number includes some that are incomplete and a few doubtful ones (such as some in op.7, which is rather hybrid in style).  

Besides the concertos for oboe and orchestra, Vivaldi's output includes many other chamber pieces involving a solo oboe part. It is unnecessary to enumerate here all compositions for oboe by Vivaldi or any other composer as this has been successfully done in a recent publication. It should be pointed out, however, that Vivaldi wrote not fewer than ten concertos for the chamber instrumentation of recorder or flute, oboe, violin, bassoon and continuo: these pieces are especially rich in timbre, considering that relatively few instruments are involved. The sonata in C minor for oboe and continuo (iv53) is one of the most remarkable of its genre. Thematic similarities with the sinfonia of the opera L'incoronazione di Dario suggest a date of 1716; it was probably written for the Dresden virtuoso Johann Christian Richter (1689–1744), who accompanied his prince to Venice in that year. The only one of Vivaldi's chamber pieces with an authentic dedication is the sonata for oboe, violin, obbligato organ and ad lib. salmoex (iv779): the name 'Pellegrina dall'Oboe' appears on the oboe part. This suggests a dating around 1710. There is, unfortunately, no evidence as to whom all the other pieces were dedicated. However, a common conjecture is that at least the earlier ones were meant to be performed at the Pietà, and therefore by the girls, as was customary for most of Vivaldi's instrumental music.

The most idiomatic writing for oboe among Venetian composers seems to be that of Giovanni Benedetto Platti, who was himself a virtuoso on the instrument. Although nothing is known about his activity in his native city of Venice before he moved to Würzburg in 1722, there are elements in his compositions that show affinities with those by Vivaldi: the use of the oboe in their respective C minor solo sonatas, which
share the same tonality and form, and are similar in their rhythmic patterns and refined harmony. As Platti was still in Venice in 1716—the presumed date of the Vivaldi sonata—the influence of the latter composition seems very likely. Moreover, in his Susato Mater Platti uses the oboe con sordino. Vivaldi was one of the few composers who had used this effect.47

This first generation of music with obbligato oboe already seemed to require a remarkable mastery of the instrument, and served as model for the form in the late Baroque period all over Europe. The oboe parts of Albinoni's op.7 and Vivaldi's op.7 are not particularly complex or chromatic and the strings are not simply an accompaniment to the oboe, but have a prominent role. These have therefore been considered more as concertos with oboe rather than for oboe.48 In all the other compositions by Vivaldi and others, the contrasts of character between brilliant allegros and gentle largos, as well as dialogues with trumpets or recorders, require the oboist to have extreme expressive capacities, beside a remarkable technical ability.

Vivaldi, a violin virtuoso, has often been considered to have paid little attention to idiomatic writing for the solo instrument in his oboe concertos. However, some evidence proves that his treatment of the oboe was carefully planned. His concertos are certainly very difficult on the old two-keyed oboe, but always possible and entirely playable, as recent performances by specialists on that instrument have proved.49 Compositions written by an oboist such as Platti are no less exacting, and show furthermore what a high standard of oboe playing had been achieved in Venice at that time.

Their pieces for the oboe include the complete chromatic scale from e' to d'”, but avoiding a’, a note that the instrument was unable to play at that time without resorting to mysterious tricks. Tonalities preferred do not exceed two sharps or flats, although modulations often introduce more accidentals. A peculiarity of most Venetian solo oboe parts of the first half of the century is the frequent use of the high register, up to the top note, d’”. This is especially evident in Albinoni’s op.9, but also in several of Vivaldi’s concertos and the music of Platti. It is also noticeable that, while Platti constantly uses the entire range of the instrument, Albinoni and many of Vivaldi’s works seem to avoid the low register. One may assume, therefore, that these pieces could have been written for an instrument that was a semitone or a tone above the rest of the orchestra, and that therefore transposed its part down that far, making it more comfortable.

The question of transposition in Venice is often raised, as the organ of San Marco was apparently a tone higher than those in the other churches of the city: there were therefore different standards in force.49 There is evidence that oboes had to transpose in Rome before 1720 as the instruments were pitched a tone above the rest of the orchestra.50 However, no evidence (such as instrumental parts of the same concerto being written in different keys) is available to support the hypothesis that Venetian oboe parts were transposed. In fact Albinoni’s choice of tonalities argues against the hypothesis: these pieces, if transposed in the way set out above, would become far less comfortable for the solo instrument.51 It is simpler to believe that the combination of reed and oboe in use was especially advantageous for the high register at the expense of the low one: this is supported by the very narrow bore of early oboes by makers such as Johann Christoph Denner.52

This use of the high register was rather unusual in comparison with that of the rest of Europe: German and English compositions for the oboe (for example, sonatas, concertos and arias by Telemann, Handel and Bach) rarely make use of notes above d” in their solo parts.53 This peculiar writing, in addition to the very high pitch, must have given the sound of the Venetian oboe a rather original character, which was presumably more brilliant and penetrating than that of its relations in the rest of Europe.

Antonio Lotti’s music with obbligato oboe has the peculiarity of employing the oboe d’amore. As this was an instrument used only in Germany at that time, and Lotti stayed in Dresden from 1717 to 1719, one can assume that his compositions of this kind date from this period.54 If that is so, he was among the earliest composers to use the oboe d’amore at all: only a few pieces of that period by Christoph Graupner and Georg Philipp Telemann are known today, and the date given by Walther for the creation of the instrument is 1720.55

It appears that no relevant pieces for the oboe composed in Venice during the preclassical or classical eras are left today. It is difficult to judge whether this sudden dearth of music for the instrument is to be attributed to lack of interest on the part of composers—perhaps because there were no new virtuosi—or to the loss of original material.

Nevertheless, music with prominent oboe parts
survives from Padua, where the celebrated Matteo Bissoli operated from 1736 to 1780. Beside all the charming (and unjustly neglected) arias by Padre Vallotti,\(^\text{55}\) it is surely worth mentioning the sonata by Bissoli himself. This work is not only impressive on account of the difficulty of the oboe part, but also historically interesting as it is probably the earliest to include the note \textit{f}\(^\text{2}\).\(^\text{58}\) One might believe, therefore, that the development of the classical oboe—that is, the narrow-bore, two-keyed instrument—happened in Italy earlier than elsewhere. Oboes by Italian makers such as Carlo Palanca, Giovanni Panormo and Grassi may be cited as evidence of this.\(^\text{59}\)

Differences between styles of writing for the oboe became less marked later in the century. As there were many occasions then for all famous performers to travel throughout Europe the tendency towards standardization on such issues as pitch, oboe making, technique etc. was increasingly pronounced, though still very far from what we are accustomed to in modern times.

Exemplary pieces for their period are the oboe concertos of Giuseppe Ferlindo (of whom more below).\(^\text{60}\)

**Oboe virtuosi**

This section will deal with the most prominent oboists who worked in the Venetian Republic, according to the surviving documentation. Players who have been excluded are:

1. Those who came to Venice for a short stay only: for example, Johann Christian Richter from Dresden (see above); Giuseppe Sammartini (1695–1750) from Milan;\(^\text{61}\) the Pià brothers from Spain;\(^\text{62}\) and Sante Aguilar from Naples or Bologna.\(^\text{63}\)

2. Venetians who spent most of their lives abroad, and about whose activity in their native town nothing is known: for example Giovanni Benedetto Platti (1697–1763),\(^\text{64}\) who moved in 1722 to Würzburg; and Giovanni Battista Ferrandini (c.1710–1791),\(^\text{65}\) who was in Munich from 1722.

3. Those about whom there is virtually no documentation: for example a certain Giuseppe who performed in Rome in 1751, as reported under a caricature by Pier Leone Ghezzi (see illus.2).\(^\text{66}\)

**Onofrio Penati** (fl.1698–1748) is the earliest player mentioned in documents. He became the only permanent oboist of the chapel of San Marco from 19 January 1698.\(^\text{67}\) His initial salary of 40 ducats was raised on 5 February 1702 to 55 ducats, making him the highest-paid member of the orchestra (the average salary of the other members of the orchestra was about 20 ducats).\(^\text{68}\) Penati was the oboe teacher at the Ospedale della Pietà from 28 May 1716 to 1720.\(^\text{69}\) He had in fact been a teacher at the Pietà earlier than this (from May 1704 to February 1706, with a salary of 5 ducats monthly) but which instrument he taught then is not specified: this might have been the recorder, as Ignazio Rion was teaching the oboe at that time.\(^\text{70}\) The Pietà entrusted Penati with the purchase of two oboes (2 August 1705) and a barter of four recorders made with Erdmann (26 February 1706).\(^\text{71}\) Beside his activity in Venice, there is some evidence about Penati's playing elsewhere: he is listed in an occasional orchestra that performed music by Antonio Caldara in Novara in 1711.\(^\text{72}\) He was the first of a group of four oboists there: the others being Alexis Saint-Martin (French), his son Giuseppe Sammartini and Giuseppe Appiano ("Milanesi"). Penati was also invited to perform in Padua at the major feast of the chapel of San Antonio from 1705 to 1721.\(^\text{73}\) He held his place in San Marco until 3 March 1748\(^\text{74}\) and died in 1753 or shortly before.\(^\text{75}\)

**Ignazio Rion** (fl.1704–1722) does not appear to have resided in Venice for very long. However, his important role in introducing the oboe to several parts of Italy, and a general neglect on the part of historians, call for a short biography here.

He was probably related to a certain Luigi Rion, oboist of a military band in Turin, the ‘regimento delle guardie di S.A.R.’, in 1677.\(^\text{76}\) It is very probable that Luigi Rion was a Frenchman, like all his fellow oboists in the band. In March 1704, Ignazio Rion became oboe teacher of the Pietà in Venice and held this place until some time in 1705.\(^\text{77}\) The abbot Vincenzo Maria Cornelli wrote in 1706 that among the best performers on the oboe in Venice were ‘Ignazio e Onofrio’: it is probable that he was referring to Rion and Penati.\(^\text{78}\) Since in 1700 he had mentioned only Onofrio, it appears that Rion was not living in Venice at that time.\(^\text{79}\) Rion went to Rome in 1705 and took part in all major musical activities organized there by aristocratic families such as the Ruspolis and the Pamphilis and by such religious congregations as St Louis des Français and San Giacomo degli Spagnoli.\(^\text{80}\) On these occasions he performed, together with the composers, music by Antonio Caldara and Handel, whose Roman compositions include many virtuosic solos for the oboe.\(^\text{81}\) Rion's salary in Rome was always
much higher than that of the rest of the orchestra, and
often equal to that of the first violin. It is surprising
that Corelli, who towards the end of his life performed
as a violinist several times with Rioni in Rome, did not
compose a single piece involving oboes. Claiming to
have based his account of notes made by 'a very
intelligent friend' from a conversation held with
Geminiani some five or six years before the latter's
death, Charles Burney wrote:83
It was soon after this Corelli's return from Naples that a
hautbois player, whose name Geminiani could not recollect,
acquired such applause at Rome that Corelli, disgusted,
would never play again in public.
If any regard should be paid to this anecdote, it seems
very likely that the oboe in question was Ignazio
Rion.
After Rion had left Rome, around 1713, the oboe
ceded to enjoy approval in that city, and its
involvement in many musical enterprises diminished.
The last records of Rion's activities are in Naples,
where he performed for the feast of San Gennaro in
1721,84 and as 'oboè e flauto' of the royal chapel in
1722.84

Ludwig Erdmann (Ludovico, Lodovico, Luigi, Erd-
mann, Ermann, Ortonan, etc.) (fl.1706–1730). In the
first years of the 18th century, an Erdmann from Berlin
was oboist at the Margrave of Brandenburg's court in
Ansbach, which had a flourishing musical exchange
with Italy.85 Ludwig Erdmann was appointed oboe
teacher at the Pietà on 20 March 1707. At the
beginning of 1706 he was already employed there as
'Maestro Professor di Salamun' (or 'Salamoni', 'Salmo',
'Sallaron').86 an instrument that has been identified as
a single reed woodwind. (Vivaldi called for a bass
instrument named as a 'salmo' in several of his
compositions.)87 After his appointment as oboe
teacher the mention of the 'salamun' disappears.
Erdmann held his place at the Pietà until 1708. He
later entered the service of the Prince of Tuscany,
prior to a short stay in Bologna.88 The prince
himself had Erdmann in mind when, in a letter dated
18 June 1709, he requested Giacomo Antonio Perti
to compose a motet:89
... potet regolare nel modo dell'anno passato, essendoui gli stessi
virtuosi, e necessitando al suo buon gusto, bastandovi di
ricordaturo, che ho un oboè di abilità da poter esser valore ...
...you can do similarly to last year, the same virtuosi being
here, and I rely on your good taste, and I remind you that I
have an oboist of such ability to be able to take advantage of
it ... 
In another letter to Perti (dated 30 September 1711)
another correspondent from Lucca mentions 'Signor
Lodovico Erman oboè di S.A.R. il Gran Principe di
Toscana'.90 Quantz met Erdmann in Florence in 1723,
and wrote:91
Ludwig Erdmann ein Deutscher, ein nicht schlechter Hobeist und
dabej, gegen seine Landsleute, sehr freundschüchter Mann.
Ludwig Erdmann a German, not a bad oboist, and also,
unlike the other people of his country, a very friendly
man.
The last record of Erdmann is as a 'virtuoso d'oboè' at
the theatre at Lucca in 1730.92
Ignazio Siber (fl.1713–1761) was also a teacher at the
Pietà—from 11 June 1713 to 28 May 1716.93 On
12 December 1728 he again became a teacher there, but
this time of the transverse flute, and was dismissed on
23 September 1757.94 Siber replaced Penati in San
Marco on 3 March 1748.95 and held this place until 12
March 1760.96 Siber appears to be the only oboist
recorded in the lists of musicians societies such as the
'arte dei sonadori' and the guild of Saint Cecilia. In the
records of the latter it is recorded that Siber became
prior in 1743, that in 1757 he received a sickness
benefit, and in 1761 his funeral expenses were
paid.97
Matteo Bissoli (Bissioli) (c.1711–1780) If we can hardly
find a prominent oboe virtuoso of the second
generation in Venice, the neighbouring town of Padua
surely had one in Matteo Bissoli. He was born in
Brescia and is recorded as being there for a perform-
ance in Santa Maria della Pace in 1731.98
On 28 December 1736 Bissoli was appointed
permanent oboist at the chapel of San Antonio in
Padua. On that occasion it was written about him:99
... virtuoso bene noto e di molto merito ... eccellente suonato-
d'oboè, che rendesse più ornata questa illustre cappella, non meno
per il giusto compimento de' Concerti, che per la singolarità del
soggetto.
... well-known virtuoso of great worth ... excellent oboe
player, who could furthermore embellish this renowned
chapel, not only by the proper accomplishment of the
concerts, but also by the singularity of his person.
He was elected unanimously with an initial salary of
150 ducats, soon raised to 170 to equal that of the first
violin, Giuseppe Tartini.100 Bissoli was a good friend of
Tartini and Padre Francesco Antonio Vallotti, the
maestro di cappella. Vallotti, in a letter he wrote on 21
August 1751, referred to Tartini, Bissoli and the cellist
Antonio Vondini:101
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... tre soggetti di questa fatta fanno spiccare tutta l'orchestra.

... three fellows of this kind make the orchestra excel.

Bissoli held his place in Padua until at the age of 68 he died from asthma on 20 February 1780, a month after Vallotti's death.102

Only three times—in 1739, 1742 and 1744—did he request permits to perform abroad—that is, in the theatres of Genoa and Vicenza.103 But as he was not required all the time at the chapel in Padua, it may be assumed that he might have travelled more, including times when he did not need a permit. He did in fact perform in Bologna under the direction of Padre Martini: this is recorded in a letter Bissoli wrote to Martini on 17 July 1779.104 In his letter Bissoli complains of his illness and advanced age, and declines a request from Martini for his portrait. Moreover, he refers to the prize given to him for his playing in Bologna, consisting of a holy relic of St Anthony. Made desperate by the theft of this relic, Bissoli begged Martini to provide him with another.

Bissoli was often asked to perform solo concertos.105 We do not know what pieces these were, whether of his own composition or by other musicians.

Considering his friendship with Bissoli, it is curious to notice that no surviving work by Tartini includes a solo oboe part. However, all arias with obbligato oboe by Padre Vallotti were surely meant to be performed by Bissoli. Bissoli’s only surviving piece for oboe has already been referred to with regard to its use of f’’’.

Besides Padre Martini’s request for his portrait to add to his collection of famous musicians we can find more evidence of Bissoli’s high reputation during his life. Charles Burney, during his visit to Padua in August 1770, wrote that he was very keen to hear ‘the celebrated Metteo Bissoli. . . first oboe in this select band.’106 Jérôme de Lalande, who visited Padua in 1766, mentions him among the few famous musicians he had heard in Italy.107 The abbot Vincenzo Rota remembers him in his poem L’Incendio del Tempio di San Antonio, written in Padua in 1753:108

E allora fu che da pietade mosso
Il gran Matteo, che più che uman diletto
Presta nei cor col suo fono bosso
Supplici di quest’estatico difetto
Finché d’alzo stupor ei fu rimosso.

Domenico Scolari (fl.1763–1802), born in Padua, was not apparently a first-rate oboist, but his story is interesting as he was active in many different places. He was second oboist at the public theatre in Bologna (the first was Sante Aguilar) for a performance of Il triumfo di Cieca by Gluck in the spring of 1763.110 He was appointed to the chapel of San Marco, Venice on 28 February 1766,111 and was dismissed in 1770.112 He was in Venice again on 7 July 1776 for a cantata performed at the Ospedali dei Mendicanti.113 In 1787 Scolari was appointed first oboe of the San Pietro theatre in Trieste, and was replaced there in 1794 by Gerardo Ferlendis (see below).114 The last record of his activities is of his replacing Pietro Ferlendis for two months in 1802 at the chapel of San Antonio in Padua.115 It has not been determined whether he was related to the opera composer Giuseppe Scolari (fl.1720–1774) and the oboist Giuseppe Scolari (fl.1796–1846).116

Ferlendis family. This was a dynasty of eminent oboists who distinguished themselves during the period about the end of the Venetian Republic, not only throughout that region, but also in many other major European centres. Most existing sources about
members of the Ferlendis family are inconsistent and contradictory. Some new details reported here should help clarify the subject. The reader should refer to the genealogical table (Table 1).

**Franco Ferlendis**, according to a French dictionary of music of 1810, was a violin and cello player and teacher. 119

Pietro Ferlendis, born in Bergamo on 2 September 1748, 118 replaced Bisodi as oboist of the San Antonio chapel on 23 May 1780, 119 and founded the Padua branch of the family. He held this place continuously for over 40 years. 120 Besides his main occupation he was often invited to perform in other churches in Padua and elsewhere. Around 1789 he was occasionally first oboe at the theatre of Brescia. 121 In April 1802 he obtained a permit to perform in Trieste at the Teatro Nuovo and was replaced for two months by Scolari. 122 In 1829 he was giubilo emerito (emeritus pensioner) of the chapel. 123 It was he, probably, who performed with his brother Giuseppe at the Carignano theatre in Turin on 31 May 1776 and 23 July 1779. 124 Pietro is often overshadowed by his brother. Writing about Giuseppe, Gerber stated: 125

*Er hat auch einem Virtuose auf der Oboe zum Bruder. Beyde sind es aber auch zugleich auf dem englischen Home. He has also an oboe virtuoso as a brother. They are also both the same on the English horn.*

Pietro enjoyed a very high salary at the chapel, sometimes even higher than that of the first violin. He died in Padua on 4 April 1836. 126

**Giuseppe Ferlendis**, born in Bergamo in 1755, identified himself as a Venetian during a visit to Trieste in 1792. 127 He was one of the most famous oboists of his time, largely owing to his extensive travels throughout Europe.

In 1776 he went on tour with one of his brothers (probably Pietro) and the mandolinist Signor Zaniboni. They performed in Turin on 31 May, 128 Florence on 3 August 129 and Brescia at the beginning of 1777. 130 On 1 April 1777 Giuseppe joined Archbishop Colloredo’s orchestra in Salzburg, where he became close to the Mozarts, as witnessed by the many mentions they make of him in their correspondence, and the dedication to him of Wolfgang Amadeus’s oboe concerto (probably k314/285d, later transposed for flute). According to a letter of Leopold Mozart, Giuseppe, ‘Prim’haubois’ of the orchestra in Salzburg, left his place on 2 August 1778, wishing to move to Vienna. Leopold also wrote that Ferlendis had learned much from Carlo Besozzi, who visited Salzburg two months before his departure. 131

The brothers Ferlendis performed again at the Carignano theatre in Turin on 23 July 1779. 132 By 1780 Giuseppe had settled in Venice, where he was often employed as first oboist of the San Samuele, San Benedetto and La Fenice theatres. 133 He was, though, occasionally invited to perform in the neighbouring towns of Bologna (11 June 1781), 134 Vicenza (1787), 135 Brescia (1791), 136 Trieste (September 1792) and Treviso (October 1792). 137

In 1793 Giuseppe was in London, where in 1795 he performed his own concertos for oboe and english horn during Haydn’s last season, along with other famous virtuosi such as the double bass player Dragonetti. In London he was apparently the lover of the famous singer Brígida Banti, with whom he was said to be sold in a ‘package deal’. Among the comments on his English performances were: ‘astonishing fine command of the instrument, but degenerated into mere foolish trick’; ‘Sig.r performed on both the English horn and the Haubois, with great feeling and effect’. Haydn himself wrote in a note that Ferlendis was a mediocre player. 138

After his stay in England Giuseppe went back to Venice, again operating throughout the region (in 1798 he is recorded as being in Verona and Vicenza, in 1799 in Ravenna). 139

In 1801 he moved to Lisbon with his wife Anna, son Alessandro and daughter Giuseppa (a Giuseppa Ferlendis sang at the San Samuele theatre in Venice in 1797). 140 There he was employed first at the royal chapel and from 1804 to 1810 at the Real Camera (royal chamber). His performance during a feast for the ‘restoration of Portugal’ at Vila Nova de Gaia, near Oporto, on 11 December 1808 is recorded as follows: 141

José Ferlendis, Musico que foi da Capella Real e Italiano de Nascimento, ... teceu com igual prazer que admiracao dos circunstantes, hum excelente solo de trompa Ingleza ...

José Ferlendis, who had been a musician of the royal chapel, and Italian born, ... performed to the equal pleasure and admiration of those present, an excellent solo for English horn ...

His employment in the royal chamber of Lisbon is recorded until the beginning of 1810, and later in the same year his wife, Anna, is mentioned as a widow. 142 We must assume, therefore, that he died in Lisbon in the middle of 1810, and not in 1802 or 1833 as stated.
by some sources without foundation.

A legend claims that Giuseppe Ferlendis was the inventor of the English horn. This is very unlikely since the instrument was certainly known by mid-century, and before he was born. Many sources consider him to be responsible for improvements to the instrument; some of these state that when he arrived in Salzburg, Giuseppe found an old and imperfect English horn and devoted himself to improving it. But he knew that instrument already before going to Salzburg, as indicated by a review of an accademia given with the mandolinist Zani Boni at the Santa Maria theatre in Florence on 3 August 1776.

... riportarono il maggior applauso, e particolarmente il compositore inglese, che per la sua novità, e dolcezza recò una grandissima sorpresa ai presenti.

... they gained a large applause, and especially the English horn, which for its novelty and sweetness was a pleasant surprise for the listeners.

What is certain in any event is that Giuseppe was a specialist on the English horn; it is conceivable that, since the instrument was obsolete at the time, someone hearing him perform on it might believe that it was his invention. His devotion to this instrument was also acknowledged by composers such as Michael Haydn, who wrote for him a concerto for English horn and string trio, Alessio Prati, who wrote an aria for the castrato Gaspare Pacchiarotti which had an accompaniment of harp and English horn with Giuseppe in mind (1797), and probably also W. A. Mozart, who wrote an adagio for English horn and three unspecified instruments (1780).

As the brothers Pietro and Giuseppe Ferlendis are mentioned by the maker Andrea Formi (discussed below) as guarantors of the quality of his instruments, it seems likely that they performed on them, or at least that they appreciated them.

Gerardo Ferlendis, Pietro's son, replaced his father on several occasions over six years. In 1791 he was appointed second oboist of the chapel of San Antonio in Padua, a position that was established with his engagement. During the spring of 1794 he moved to Trieste, where he became first oboe of the San Pietro theatre (later the Teatro Nuovo). He died there on 21 January 1802, aged 31.

Faustino Ferlendis, born in Brescia on 10 July 1771, replaced his brother Gerardo in July 1794 as second oboe of the chapel of San Antonio. He followed his brother to Trieste in 1796 and came back to his place in Padua in 1801. He became a pensioner in 1834 and died on 29 December 1855.

Among Faustino's seven children, two probably followed their father's profession; a Gerardo is recorded in the archive of Padua as 'orefice e suonatore' (goldsmith and instrumentalist), a Francesco (1802–1836) is recorded as 'Filarmonico'. Towards the end of his life the grandfather Pietro lived with Faustino's daughter Teresa.

Antonio Ferlendis, Pietro's other son, replaced Faustino in Padua on 30 July 1796. He was in Trieste on 16 August 1800, and went to live there in 1801. In 1810 he was still first oboe of the Teatro Nuovo of Trieste; in 1816 he moved to Venice.

Most sources mistakenly give Antonio as the brother of Giuseppe, probably unaware of the existence of the Padua branch of the family. There is no evidence for this in any original source.

Angelo Ferlendis, Giuseppe's elder son, was born in Brescia in 1780. As early as 1791 he toured with his father in Brescia (16 September), Udine and Trieste (1792), performing on the oboe, the English horn or the flute.

Dove la sua eccellente riuscita alla sua più felice e naturale disposizione per suddetti strumenti, alle ottime istruzioni ch'ebbe da suo padre e al suo proprio straordinario talento.

The success of his happy and natural disposition for these instruments was due to the excellent instruction he received from his father, and his own extraordinary talent.

Of their performance in Trieste on 10 September 1792 it was reported:

L'estro fu di grande soddisfazione ed il giuonetto concertista, in gran parte, degli strumenti trattati dal padre, diede prove tali di sé, da fargli preannunciare l'eccellenza in arte cui pervenne di poi.

The result was of great satisfaction; and the young performer gave such proof of himself on his father's instrument that one could foresee his excellence in the art that he later attained.

Angelo toured Germany and settled in St. Petersburg in 1801. In October 1823 he was recorded there as being a soloist on the English horn.

Alessandro Ferlendis, Giuseppe's younger son, was born in Venice in 1783. In 1801 he went with his father to Lisbon. There he married the contralto singer Camilla Barbieri, with whom he toured to Madrid (1803), Italy (1804), Paris (1805), Holland, again Paris (1807–1810) and Italy, Vienna and Frankfurt (1811), Russia and Stockholm (1812–1813), London (1815).
and again Frankfurt (1819). Reviews of his performances were not always enthusiastic. According to Choron and Fayolle, Alessandro composed studies and other pieces for the oboe.

Other references to members of the Ferlendis family. The presence of so many oboists in the Ferlendis family has made identification difficult in some cases. For example, there is a report of a performance in Milan in October 1816.

Hr. Ferlendis, ein Venezianer, liess sich vor einigen Tagen im grossen Saale des Theaters alla Scala auf der Hoboe hören und gefiel ganz und gar nicht.

Mr Ferlendis, a Venetian, was heard on the oboe a few days ago at the large hall of the Scala theatre and was not appreciated at all.

And in 1826 there is a report of another performance in Milan:


A singer Giovanna Ferlendis together with her father, oboist of the Trieste theatre, gave an academy musical instead of the first act of the opera. I was not present, but it was said that nothing praiseworthy was heard. The oboist is said to be the brother of the deceased Ferlendis who performed in this theatre several years ago (with unsuccessful results).

Giovanni Battista Delai (c.1765—after 1805) was the last eminent oboist that the Venetian Republic produced. Born in Verona around 1765, he was invited to the Carignano theatre in Turin to perform a concerto for oboe. In Venice he took part in occasional performances such as a festa da ballo for the guild of St Cecilia on 22 January 1790, playing next to the first oboist, 'Fierlandis' (that is, Giuseppe Ferlendis). Delai was mentioned by the maker Andrea Fornari (see below) as guarantor of the quality of his instruments. Delai appears to have worked in Venice well into the 19th century; Francesco Caffi wrote in 1855.

Non pochi devono ricordar oggi... quanto soventemente suonassene Gianella il Flauto. Delai l’oboe.

Many should remember today... how gently Gianella performed on the flute and Delai on the oboe.

Caffi also described him as one of the most distinguished members of the orchestra of the chapel.

The instrument

No evidence survives of any woodwind makers in Venice at the beginning of the 18th century. This seems rather surprising, considering the picture that has just been painted of the intense activity of these instruments in the city. However, too little organological research has been done to be certain that there really was no maker in Venice. Some evidence supports the conjecture that German woodwinds were in use in Venice at the beginning of the century; some of the earliest oboists were German (Ludwig Erdmann and possibly Ignazio Sibor); and all the instruments for which Vivaldi composed, including the clarinet, which, as has already been noted, is not a typically French instrument, were made a little earlier by Johann Christoph Denner at Nuremberg.

Nevertheless, the geographer abbot Vincenzo Coronelli (1650—1718) gives the only specific indication on the subject, when he wrote in 1706:

Per proveredi de Oboe e d’altri strumenti di flauto, non bisogna partire da Milano.

To provide oboes, and other woodwind instruments, it is necessary to find them in Milan.

In Milan, in fact, lived the only Italian woodwind maker that we know of with certainty: Giovanni Maria Ancuti, his mark on recorders, oboes, double recorders, a bass transverse flute and a double bassoon often includes the place of manufacture—in all cases Milan—and a date—between 1709 and 1740. It is not possible to tell if Ancuti was the maker referred to by Coronelli. It may be of some significance that many of his instruments in existence today are marked with the lion of St Mark, the symbol of the city of Venice. The similarity of pitch between Milan and Venice at that time should have made the exchange of woodwind instruments easier.

By mid-century several woodwind makers flourished in Italy, among them Carlo Palanca (c.1688—1783) of Turin, Giovanni Panormo of Naples, Grassi of Milan and I. Biglioni of Rome. It was only towards the end of the century that two woodwind makers distinguished themselves in Venice—Andrea Fornari and Pellegrino De' Azzi.

Andrea Fornari (1753—1841) is the earliest Venetian oboe maker that we know of for certain. Most of his surviving instruments are dated between 1791 and 1832. Fornari’s woodwind making, beside being the most accurate seen in Italy up to that time, is characteristic in several respects: he specialized in
oboes and English horns, which is not common for the period; he used ivory for the keys, which had a distinctive shape; most of his instruments are dated; he continued to make the traditional two-keyed instrument at a time when most other makers had applied more advanced systems; his earliest instruments are more original and rich than his later ones, which make less use of ivory and are more traditional.

A typically original feature of his earliest instruments is the lack of an 'onion', that common turning work of the upper joint. A similar kind of oboe is shown in pictorial sources of a generation earlier (portraits of Bissoli and Giuseppe); although these pictures are not very accurate one might infer the existence of an earlier Venetian oboe maker who inspired Fornari, and of whose work no specimens have been found.

Although Fornari's style is unique in some respects, in others it shows more affinities with the German instruments such as those by the Gersers than with the Italian ones of a generation earlier: single fourth hole, refinement of tubing, ivory for the keys, etc. All specimens of his English horns are curved and covered in dark leather.

In his request for subsidy dated 28 February 1792, Fornari mentions four obists as guarantors of the quality of his work. These are Pietro e Giuseppe fratelli Ferlendis, Gio Battista Delai and Luigi Vittorio Hughelot. The first three of these players have already been discussed. Luigi Vittorio Hughelot (or Huzelot) was (as recorded on the back of a manuscript fingering chart for the oboe dating from c.1790) a teacher of nine instruments at the collegio of Latisana (between Venice and Trieste). On another paper from the same collection, Hughelot stated that he had been a pupil of Pietro and Giuseppe Ferlendis, Domenico Scolari and Gio Battia Delai among others.

Pellegrino De' Azzi (c.1772–1835), born in Ferrara, was the founder of a large dynasty of woodwind makers. Although De' Azzi and Fornari lived in the same quarter of the city, very little similarity can be found between their instruments. In contrast to Fornari's work, De' Azzi's only extant English horn is angular, the shape of his oboe is more conventional and so is the shape of its keys. Some of his instruments also made use of more advanced systems of keys.

No traces of woodwind making in other parts of the republic have been found. One of the earliest examples known is that of Ignazio Miraz from Udine, dating from the beginning of the 19th century.

The impoverishment of the later instruments is symbolic of the disastrous economic decline that followed the fall of the Republic of Venice. This was probably also the reason why so many eminent musicians, among them Giuseppe Ferlendis and his sons, sought their fortune elsewhere. The economic decline signalled the end of a golden age for culture and art, it was a turn of events that saw the conclusion of an important chapter in the history of the oboe.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of the following in the preparation of this study: the late Prof. Denis Arnold, Mrs Raffaella Turzini, from the Archivio di Stato, Padua, Mr Sergio Barizza, Director of the Archivio Municipale, Venice; Padre Leonardo Frasson, Archivio antico dell’Arca del Santo, Padua.

Born in Rome in 1961, Alfredo Bernardini lives in Amsterdam where he specializes in performance on old oboes. Besides his activity as a member of several major European ensembles, he researches the history of woodwind instruments in Italy, and makes copies of 18th-century oboes.
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If we do not know what evidence modern writers refer to the rough and primitive qualities of the Baroque oboe. We can hardly believe that Vivaldi wrote his concerto with a modern oboe in mind.


On estos une fois a Rome les instruments a vent de l'Église. Si les furent a cause de la bonté dissaugée du ton dont ils se servaient ou de la manière de les jouer, c'est ce que je ne veux pas dister. Car quoy qu'auroy le ton de Rome fut bas & avantageux pour l'Harmonie, les joueurs centrent des instruments, qui écoient un son entier plus haut de sorte qu'ils étoient obligez de transposer & de ces instruments haut fassent contre les autres qui fassent bas. Le même effet que s'ils ressussit encst des Chalémos.

In Rome at one time the wind instruments were banned from the church. Whether the unpleasant high pitch or the manner of playing the instruments was the reason for this, I must leave undecided. For although the Roman pitch was low, and advantageous for the oboe, the obostes then played on instruments that were a whole tone higher, so that they were obliged to transpose. And these high instruments produced an effect like that of German sawhorns against the others that were tuned low.

This statement is confirmed by the original oboe parts of Handel's Cماچلات Vespera, composed in Rome in 1707. These are indeed written a tone lower than the other parts. Watkins Shaw, 'Handel's Vespers Music', MT (July 1985), p. 392. The reason why high-pitched oboes were used in Rome might be because they were introduced from Venice by Ignazio Roni.

The keys of Albinoni's op. 9 oboe concertos are d, F, C, G, G, B, D. If they were transposed a tone lower the oboe would play in e, G, D, A, d, C, F.

An oboe by Denner, owned by the Museo Correr, Venice (no. 34), but located at the Conservatorio Benedetto Marcello, is rather high in pitch (only 53.9 cm long), and therefore probably suitable for Venice, has a bore of just 5.5 mm at the narrowest point. The average size of the narrowest point for other oboes of the period is about 6.0 mm. That of classical oboes is about 4.8 mm.

It is possible, however, to find compositions using the oboe in its uppermost register from other parts of Italy. The six Senate Da Camera's Oboe Solo of 1681 by Dom Mario Maria Desven (MS in F–P, Van 6449), written before 1727, make frequent use of d' and as c. There is also one e'. Dreyer was from Florence, and from 1731 to 1734 was at the service of the Russian court at St. Petersburg. R. Aloys Moetsch, Anciennes de la musique et des musiciens en Russie au XVIIIe siècle (Geneva, 1948), i. p. 90.

However, an oboe of Dreyer, owned by the Museo Correr, Venice (no. 35) is a possible that the instrument has remained in Venice since it was made, though there is no direct evidence to prove it. It does not seem to be pitched higher than any other specimens by the same maker (d' = 641 HZ).

Johann Gottfried Walther, Musikalischer Lexikon (Leipzig, 1732)

These are all preserved in Padua, Biblioteca Anticollana.
Table 1. The Ferlendis family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Other Musicians in italic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pietro</td>
<td>(1746–1836)</td>
<td>= Lucia Pasini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>= Teresa Giapponi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>(1755–1810)</td>
<td>= Anna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerardo</td>
<td>(1770–1802)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>= Giustina Gagliardi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faustino</td>
<td>(1771–1855)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>(fl.1798–1816)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>(fl.1797–1810)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo</td>
<td>(fl.1780–after 1823)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandro</td>
<td>(1785–after 1826)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>= Camilla Barberi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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